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SS Ink Wash
recirculating screen & squeegee wash

DESCRIPTION
SS Ink Wash is a versatile, water soluble ink remover for plastisol, vinyl and conventional inks. Excellent for use as a
recirculating ink cleaner for screens and squeegees washing machines. Slow evaporating formula helps extend the
life of the product in cleaning machines. Also maybe used as an ink wash at the sink, a press wash for color changes
between jobs and a screen opener for continuous printing.
ADVANTAGES
• Water soluble
• Versatile product with multiple uses
• Non-Hazardous
• Non-foaming product excellent for recirculating machines
• Drain safe
DIRECTIONS
Recirculating Cleaner: Card excessive ink from the screen. SS Ink Wash can be continuously recirculated until product
becomes too heavily soiled with solids. Used product may be filtered and re-used. Add fresh product as needed.
Ink Wash Out: Card excessive ink from the screen. Apply product to the ink side of the screen. Use a non-abrasive
scrub brush or pad to agitate ink on both sides of the screen. Starting at the bottom of the screen, high pressure
water rinse all ink residue from the screen.
Press Wash & Screen Opener: Spray or wipe the affected area with SS Ink Wash on the ink side of the screen.
Continue to wipe the area on both sides of the screen, turning the towel frequently until dry. Before resuming printing,
always test your print quality on test materials to ensure all residue has been eliminated.
TYPICAL PRODUCT PROPERTIES
Appearance ------------------------------- Clear, colorless liquid
Odor---------------------------------------- Slight solvent
pH ------------------------------------------ N/A
Flash Point -------------------------------- 174°F
Specific Gravity --------------------------- 0.95
Weight, per U.S. gallon ------------------- 7.9 lbs.
Stability ------------------------------------ Stable
DOT Shipping ----------------------------- Non-hazardous
AVAILABLE PACKAGE SIZES
55 Gallon Drum --------- #01641-D5505
5 Gallon Pail ------------ #01641-P5010

